
Kari Kallhoff: You're really not losing any control over any of the important elements of your 
program; you're just streamlining all the operational aspects of that partnership 
so that you can continue to remain focused on your business and strategy.

Lenox Powell: Hi, I'm Lenox Powell, a host and producer of the Outperform Podcast. With us 
on this episode is Carrie Calhoff, an account manager here at Acceleration 
Partners. Having worked in the affiliate space over the past six years and 
managing programs for companies in a variety of industries, Carrie knows 
firsthand the misconceptions that people can have about affiliate marketing. 
Sometimes these misconceptions about the affiliate model can result in internal 
friction with other digital marketing divisions. I sat down with Carrie to talk 
about this friction, why is exists, and what can be done to help alleviate it.

Lenox Powell: Hey Carrie.

Kari Kallhoff: Hey Lenox. 

Lenox Powell: In your work managing affiliate programs for clients over the years, you've had a 
front row seat to some of the challenges they face internally within their 
organization, particularly in terms of educating internal stakeholders on what 
affiliate marketing really is in this day and age. From your perspective and 
experience, why does this internal friction exist?

Kari Kallhoff: I think that's primarily due to misconceptions of the channel. The biggest 
misconception that I've run into is really that the channel is all coupon partners 
and is not very incremental.

Lenox Powell: So who has these misconceptions?

Kari Kallhoff: So it's typically stemming from client contacts, either with zero to limited 
experience in the affiliate channel, or it can be internal marketing teams. So we 
see it a lot from anything from search teams to programmatic or display; they 
just don't have a good understanding of what it is that we do. And there is a fear 
that there could be some conflict with their channel.

Lenox Powell: So a lot of times this friction is coming from other marketing professionals 
within different divisions of the company?

Kari Kallhoff: Yes, absolutely.

Lenox Powell: Interesting. So you had talked about a big misconception that a lot of people 
have is that affiliate equals coupon partners, and that you can only have a 
successful affiliate program if you partner with coupon affiliates. What are some 
other misconceptions about affiliate marketing that come up again and again?

Kari Kallhoff: Yeah, there's still misconceptions around fraud. I don't think that people are as 
well-versed in the amount of platforms that are available now and the different 



types of technology that are out there to help control that. There is the 
misconception that you lose control, that you lose visibility into where your 
traffic is coming from. And then there's also concerns around attribution. I know 
that within the last five years, attribution became a big buzz word, and I would 
say that the affiliate marketing channel as a whole has done a lot to provide 
insight into that.

Lenox Powell: And when you say insight into that, you're talking about in terms of actually 
having data to back up the value that the affiliate channel is contributing, not 
only as a model in and of itself but also contributing to other divisions, other 
types of marketing initiatives.

Kari Kallhoff: Correct. There was a misconception for many years that affiliate sat completely 
at the bottom of the funnel, and I think that with the attribution tools that have 
become available, both omnichannel and just within affiliate, we've really 
proven that that's not the case.

Lenox Powell: So you know this issue exists. So you're working with a client and you're starting 
to get a sense that they're getting pushback in their organization, and they're 
starting to ask you a bunch of questions, and you're kinda realizing some of 
these questions are actually coming not from them but from other stakeholders 
within the organization. So to support those client contacts, what can be done 
to help them alleviate this friction and better educate their colleagues on the 
value of the affiliate channel? And even enlightening them, if you will, on how 
the affiliate model can support other initiatives within the organization.

Kari Kallhoff: One thing that we've done here at AP is we've created a high level presentation 
on the affiliate channel. This can be used for them internally to educate other 
teams, and really how they could use the affiliate channel to help support 
multiple aspects of their business.

Lenox Powell: So what would you say are some of the key elements that are featured in that 
presentation? So even if someone is listening and they aren't a client, for 
example, and they are dealing with this internal challenge. They don't have the 
presentation in front of them, but what are some key elements that you believe 
should be touched on when giving those types of presentations to internal 
stakeholders?

Kari Kallhoff: So this will vary on the client; it depends on what the client's goals are. But 
overall, what we've seen just as a trend is global expansion, and the affiliate 
model is an excellent way to extent your brand's reach while remaining 
extremely cost effective.

Kari Kallhoff: Another thing that we find helpful within the presentation is that affiliate 
marketing has become more sophisticated every day; we don't just want to sit 
within in-the-box solutions or verticals, and affiliate is an excellent way to really 



dip your toe across different verticals. So everything from content, working with 
influencers, search, retargeting, etc.

Lenox Powell: And even taking a step back for a moment and kinda peeling back the onion a 
bit more, would you say that it's even the concept of what an affiliate is? I 
mean, does that presentation kind of ... Should it start with the basics? Because 
it seems like a lot of internal stakeholders don't even know the basics of what 
an affiliate looks like or who the key players are within the model.

Kari Kallhoff: Yes. So one of the things that we created was actually a really simplified 
infographic, if you will, on what that looks like. So what's the relationship 
between your brand, the affiliate, and your customers?

Lenox Powell: Mm-hmm (affirmative). We even struggle with this internally in our content, of 
okay, do we call them affiliates? Do we call them publishers? Do we call them 
partners? What does that mean, what do they look like? What's the difference 
between a content affiliate, and an influencer, and a loyalty? And so does the 
presentation ... Do you think it's necessary for them to kind of go into that detail 
at that juncture, or are they just kind of needing the basics of the framework 
and how it can add value?

Kari Kallhoff: I'm a firm believer in tailoring it to your audience. I think that if internally there's 
historically been a negative connotation with the word affiliate, change it to 
strategic partners or publishers; get them to look through a different lens at 
what the channel is and who's working within it.

Lenox Powell: And you talked about how the model ... One of the things to emphasize is the 
cost effectiveness of the model. What do you mean by that?

Kari Kallhoff: I really think that the way that marketing is headed just as a whole, digital 
marketing is to become more customer-centric, and in part of that, publishers, 
affiliates, strategic partners, however you want to spin it, are really starting to 
look even at the advertisers that they work with as their customers. And I think 
that the days of paying for impressions and paying per click are sort of going the 
way of the dinosaur. There is a time and a place for that, however why would 
you pay for something that you might not get anything back from? 

Kari Kallhoff: So the ROI has become increasingly important to many businesses, and to 
understand what kind of value are their partners driving, and it honestly doesn't 
become much more valuable than only paying on conversions.

Lenox Powell: So you're talking about how ... Explaining how the affiliate model is a pay for 
performance model.

Kari Kallhoff: Exactly. So whatever's the most valuable to you, whatever the action is. It could 
be email acquisition, it could be the actual sale or conversion, it could be a lead. 
That's really what you should be paying for, and that's what this model does.



Lenox Powell: So I'm envisioning this person who you would refer to as the client contact, and 
let's say they're giving this type of presentation to some internal stakeholders 
that had been pushing back and questioning the value of affiliate, or why we're 
allocating more budget for the brand to the affiliate model. And some of these 
people in that audience are engaging in marketing strategies that are not 
necessarily pay for performance, yet this person is saying we really should be 
paying for performance, so we should be focusing more on affiliate because it 
does that. That's kind of a delicate dance for that person. How might you advise 
they paint that picture that the two can work together; it's not one or the 
other?

Kari Kallhoff: I think that there's an opportunity, and what we've seen with some of our other 
clients is that even other marketing teams, once they realize that this exists, it's 
something that they're interested in. So let's say you have your US-based search 
team, and paid search market here is very mature, but it's not as mature in 
other markets; it's a little bit more volatile. And I think what we've found is that 
in working with those search teams on like a global strategy is that they are 
comfortable with tapping into working with partners to sort of dip their toe in 
an unknown or emerging market, but it's far less risk to the company.

Kari Kallhoff: So it's still something that resides with their channel, but they could potentially 
just use the affiliate pay for performance model, again to test in a new market 
such as LATAM or APAC.

Lenox Powell: And the acronyms for that are ...

Kari Kallhoff: In Latin America or in Asia.

Lenox Powell: Got it, okay.

Lenox Powell: So you had talked about how it's just a ton of different types of partners. It's far 
from being just coupon; it's a whole incredible, unique, colorful bag of different 
types of partners, plus the model pays on performance. What else? What are 
some other key elements that should be touched on when giving this 
presentation to internal stakeholders?

Kari Kallhoff: So really that the model provides payment flexibility. So you can pay a 
percentage of sale, you could pay a flat fee on sign-up, on install; really again, 
whatever your key action is that you want to hone in on, and I think that there's 
something really valuable in that. I would say in addition to that, all tracking 
runs through an existing affiliate network or a SAS platform, so software as a 
service platform, and the nice thing about that is that really removes all of the 
management from your shoulders. So it's not very tedious, it's something that 
you can set up, and you can have everything from a sort of set it and forget it 
program to something that is much more strategic, you know, that's a bit more 
hands-on. But I think just being able to work with those third-parties who sort of 
take the unknown off of your plate is extremely useful.



Kari Kallhoff: So in addition to the tracking, the network or the platform handles the 
payments to partners. This can offer a portal where affiliates are able to log in, 
they can access real-time reporting, pre-approved assets, and all of their 
tracking links.

Lenox Powell: So all those elements that you just mentioned, from tracking to making it easier 
to manage the partnerships, and the flexibility, why are those things something 
internal stakeholders would care about?

Kari Kallhoff: Owning relationships internally always sounds like a really great idea, and I think 
that's because you gain a false sense of control. So we've actually had clients 
who in the past have decided to handle all of their own relationships internally, 
and the reason why they eventually turn to affiliate is because they had to 
handle all of their own POs for every partner, make their payments to multiple 
partners every single month, or even potentially bi-weekly, they were updating 
contracts on a regular basis any time that they wanted to adjust a payout to said 
partner, and providing every single partner with updated created assets, and 
then the manual reporting that goes behind it on a weekly or on a daily basis. 
You basically have to have an entire team of people dedicated to doing all of 
these things.

Kari Kallhoff: So even though you might feel like you have more control over every aspect of 
that partnership, it just creates a lot of additional and unnecessary work. And at 
the end of the day, you're still controlling all of the same functions, with maybe 
the exception of the payouts, which would be handled by the platform. But you 
know, you're really not losing any control over any of the important elements of 
your program; you're just streamlining all the operational aspects of that 
partnership so that you can continue to remain focused on your business and 
strategy.

Lenox Powell: So they're really getting bogged down in all of the administrative elements of 
managing those partnerships, which also prohibits them or hinders their ability 
to scale those partnerships.

Kari Kallhoff: Exactly.

Lenox Powell: Any final thoughts as far as what you think would be valuable to include when 
you're educating internal stakeholders about affiliate?

Kari Kallhoff: I would say too just ease of use. Once your affiliate program is up and running, it 
is extremely easy to sort of plug and play with partners, get them onboarded, 
and have them start promoting. So the time from recruitment to onboarding to 
promotion can be as short as a couple of weeks.

Lenox Powell: And that, of course, is with the caveat that ... I mean, there are definitely 
companies that have their entire affiliate program in-house.



Kari Kallhoff: Yes.

Lenox Powell: A lot of times, just to paint the picture of what that might look like, not always 
but in a lot of cases those are much smaller companies. So they're not dealing 
with like a global affiliate program, or they're not dealing with a multi-channel 
approach, or more sophisticated types of partnerships. Hence, if this person is 
giving the presentation, in addition to advocating for the affiliate model, they're 
also advocating for the value of having a partner, a program management 
partner like Acceleration Partners. Because you and the AP team, that's exactly 
what you do; you're taking all of this and you're dealing with all the nuances, 
and you're managing the whole process, you're selecting and screening and 
optimizing partnerships, you're coming up with recommendations.

Lenox Powell: So they're not actually having to do that internally; they are partnering with an 
agency to do all that heavy-lifting.

Kari Kallhoff: Yes, that is exactly right. It's a team effort.

Lenox Powell: So you have a client contact and you're finding that they have to field a lot of 
questions from their internal stakeholders about what the heck it is they're 
doing with this affiliate program. As an account manager, would you provide 
them with this presentation to share with their internal team to try and get 
everyone on the same page, or is this something that you as their account 
manager would do on their behalf?

Kari Kallhoff: It's definitely not a one-size-fits-all solution; I think it will depend on the client 
and on your contact's needs. So it may be something where they feel their 
internal teams will be far more receptive if receiving the information from an 
internal team member, or it could be that it will be better received from an 
outside source who is really perceived as the expert. So in this case, it would be 
me, or someone from your account team at Acceleration Partners.

Lenox Powell: So overall, what is the main reason why this internal education is important? I 
mean, obviously helping our clients reduce that friction between other 
stakeholders and colleagues, overseeing other channels, but why else? I mean, 
is there any other reason that you could convey that this type of education is 
really valuable?

Kari Kallhoff: It provides an effective, non-contentious approach to helping them see how the 
affiliate model can be used to support other initiatives within the organization. 
For example, I had a client at one point who was really interested in running a 
retargeting campaign. They didn't want to pay on CPM, so they wanted to use 
the affiliate channel to only be paying on performance. The site optimization 
team internally really felt that that's something that should've been housed with 
them, and it got a little hairy for a time, but we actually went through a full 
education session with them on how we would work with their team, and how 
this particular third-party partner that we were using could plug in to their 



platforms and actually work with site opt to make it as seamless of a process as 
possible. 

Kari Kallhoff: And at the end of the day, we did end up getting their buy-in, and it's actually 
now a relationship that is managed by site optimization, but everything runs 
through the affiliate channel.

Lenox Powell: That is such a great example. We hear this a lot from even potential clients, but 
certainly existing clients, of having to make that case for how affiliate is not only 
strong standing alone, but it really works best when working collaboratively and 
harmoniously with other digital marketing channels. So thank you for sharing 
that example. That's great.

Lenox Powell: Well, you know, I just know from our own internal discussions and what we hear 
from existing clients and prospects, this information that you've shared is 
incredibly helpful, as is the presentation that you put together. And I've heard 
time and again from account managers that this is a really acute issue, so 
bringing it to light and addressing how to overcome it is really valuable. So thank 
you so much for taking the time to talk with me about it today.

Kari Kallhoff: Absolutely. Thanks for having me.

Lenox Powell: You can find more insights and information on best affiliate program 
management practices on our performance blog at 
www.accelerationpartners.com/blog. And we'll also include some helpful 
resources in our show notes.

Lenox Powell: If you found this or other Outperform Podcast helpful or interesting, we'd so 
appreciate a rating or review on Apple Podcast. Thank you so much for tuning 
in, and until next time, keep outperforming.


